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SCIENTIFIC SUMMARY 

The recognition of the roles of chlorine and bromine compounds in ozone depletion has led to the regula- 
 of their source gases. Some source gases are expected to be more damaging to the ozone layer than others, 

that scientific guidance regarding their relative impacts is needed for regulatory purposes. Parameters used 
 this purpose include the steady-state and time-dependent chlorine loading potential (CLP) and the ozone 
letion potential (ODP). Chlorine loading potentials depend upon the estimated value and accuracy of atmo- 
eric lifetimes and are subject to significant (-20-50 percent) uncertainties for many gases. Ozone depletion 
entials depend on the same factors, as well as the evaluation of the release of reactive chlorine and bromine 
m each source gas and corresponding ozone destruction within the stratosphere. 

ODPs have generally been calculated with two-dimensional numerical models, which have limitations in 
the treatments of atmospheric transport and chemistry required for evaluation of ozone losses. In particular, 
such models do not fully represent the transport processes of the lower stratosphere (so that the calculated 
release of reactive chlorine from the source gases there is subject to uncertainties) nor do they reproduce in 
detail the large observed ozone losses in the lower stratosphere, especially in polar regions. The sensitivity of 
modeled ODPs to these problems is reduced by virtue of the fact that the ODP is a relative parameter, but is 
not completely eliminated, so that the more conservative assessment parameter represented by the CLP has 
also been considered. In this assessment, ODPs are estimated both from models and with a new semi-empiri-
cal approach that uses measurements and/or deduced correlations between source gases (to evaluate reactive 
chlorine release) together with observations of ozone losses. A critical assumption in the semi-empirical 
approach is that observed lower stratospheric ozone losses are due to halogen chemistry. This assumption is 
well justified in polar regions and likely to be largely true at mid-latitudes. Therefore, the semi-empirical 
ODPs are expected to be more realistic than those derived from current models, at least in polar regions. 

Modeled steady-state ODPs and CLPs have been evaluated using improved kinetic schemes. Further, 
some preliminary model results include a treatment of known heterogeneous chemistry on mid-latitude sulfate 
aerosols. The numerical values of these modeled ODPs are close to those of previous assessments. 

Semi-empirical steady-state ODPs are given for the polar lower stratosphere and, in a few cases, for the 
global average. The semi-empirical ODPs are generally larger than the modeled values for chiorocarbons 
whose stratospheric loss rates are slower than that of CFC-1 1 and smaller for those whose loss rates are faster 
than that of CFC-11. For example, the semi-empirical ODP for HCFC-22 is between about 20 and 80 percent 
greater than the range of the model values. For some halons (brominated halocarbons), the semi-empirical 
ODPs for polar regions exceed some model estimates by as much as a factor of two. For all of the HCFCs con-
sidered here, the inferred ODP values are well below the CLPs and show that the upper limit to ozone loss 
represented by the CLP is not realized in the stratosphere for these species. This narrows significantly the 
uncertainties in the ODPs for HCFCs. 

During the next decade, stratospheric chlorine abundances are expected to rise substantially. This increase 
in chlorine will likely lead to further global ozone loss including larger reductions in the Arctic and perhaps in 
northern mid-latitudes. In this near-term period, the HCFCs and many halons will have an impact that is con-
siderably larger than their steady-state ODPs, in some cases and over some time horizons by as much as a fac-
tor of two to five.
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6.1 INTRODUCTION 

Understanding of the depletion of stratospheric 
ozone by anthropogenic halocarbons has led to the 
need for simple measures for comparing the impact 
of one halocarbon source gas against others as a sci-
entific guide to public policy. The simplest of these is 
the chlorine loading potential, or CLP. This index 
represents the amount of total chlorine delivered from 
the troposphere to the stratosphere due to emission of 
a given halocarbon, relative to that from a reference 
molecule, generally CFC-11 (see, e.g., Prather and 
Watson, 1990). CLPs can be considered upper limits 
to the steady-state relative effect on ozone depletion 
for most gases, and are defined by: 

CLP - 
- C  (trop) for compound x 

 Cl (trop) for CFC-1 1 

	

=	 tx	 M11 -•_	 (6-1) 

tcFc4l	 MX	 3 

where Cl (trop) is the chlorine transported across the 
tropopause to the stratosphere per unit mass of halocar-
bon emitted; cc- ii, McFc1 1 and M denote the 
lifetime and molecular weights of CFC-11 and the 
compound in question, respectively; and n is the num-
ber of chlorine atoms per molecule of compound x. 
Similarly, the steady-state bromine loading potential 
(BLP) represents the total bromine delivered to the 
stratosphere relative to the chlorine due to CFC-11, 
and can be defined as: 

Br (trop) for compound x 
BLP = Cl (trop) for CFC-11 

	

=	 tx	 k 
tCFC41	 MX	 3 

where kx is the number of bromine atoms per molecule 
of compound x. The chlorine loading for many HCFCs 
is determined largely by their decomposition within the 
troposphere through reaction with the reactive OH radi-
cal. Effective tropospheric OH concentrations can be 
estimated from observations of the trend in methyl chlo-
roform together with information on its releases (e.g., 
Prinn et al., 1991). The lifetimes of other species similarly 
destroyed by reaction with tropospheric OH can then be 
inferred using laboratory measurements of their respec-
tive rate coefficients (e.g., Prather and Spivakovky, 
1990). Estimates of the uncertainties in lifetimes and 
hence in CLPs will be discussed in Section 6.2.2.

Ozone depletion due to halocarbons depends not 
only upon the amount of chlorine or bromine deliv-
ered to the stratosphere from the troposphere (the 
CLP), but also on the following stratospheric process-
es: (i) the breakdown of the halocarbon within the 
stratosphere, which is responsible for liberating reac-
tive halogen gases and (ii) the subsequent chemistry 
of the reactive halogens that controls the magnitude 
of the ozone depletion. Source gases with long strato-
spheric lifetimes will break down to release their 
chlorine or bromine less effectively than CFC-1 1, 
making their net impact on ozone smaller than their 
CLPs. It is important to distinguish between the tro-
pospheric and stratospheric lifetimes, particularly for 
the HCFCs, which have relatively short tropospheric 
lifetimes but long stratospheric lifetimes (see Table 
6-2). The need to consider stratospheric ozone loss 
processes in the assessment of relative impacts of 
halocarbons on the ozone layer has led to the use of 
numerical models for evaluation of the ozone deple-
tion potential as first suggested by Wuebbles (1983). 
The ODP represents the amount of ozone destroyed 
by emission of a gas over its entire atmospheric life-
time (i.e., at steady state) relative to that due to emis-
sion of the same mass of CFC-11, and is defined in 
modeling calculations as follows: 

Global 03 due to x ODP=	 (6-3) Global A 03 due to CFC-l1 

Because the ODP is a relative measure, it is likely that 
it can be calculated by present stratospheric models 
with greater reliability than the absolute ozone deple-
tion, but it is important to quantify that reliability. The 
accuracy and reliability of ODP estimates will be 
addressed in this chapter by considering both statisti-
cal ranges of likely uncertainties and by examining 
observations. 

The ODP/CLP ratio represents the efficiency of 
particular compounds for ozone destruction once in 
the stratosphere and allows for separation of the 
effects of stratospheric processes on the ozone deple-
tion potential from those related to tropospheric 
removal and uncertainties in lifetimes. This will be 
discussed in more detail in Sections 6.2 and 6.3. 

Two-dimensional models have become one of the 
principal tools for assessing the impact of anthro-
pogenic emissions on the ozone layer. Such models 
generally include rather detailed representations of 
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gas-phase photochemical processes and- parameter-
ized descriptions of stratospheric transport. These 
models have achieved significant successes in repre-
senting the chemical composition of the stratosphere, 
particularly at mid-latitudes above perhaps 25 km. 
However, recent research has demonstrated that cur-
rent ozone depletion takes place largely below 25 km 
and is not well simulated by gas phase models 
(WMO, 1990; and Chapters 2 and 8 of this report). 
This occurs in part because current models do not 
contain satisfactory descriptions of the complicated 
microphysical processes governing the development 
of polar stratospheric clouds, the heterogenous reac-
tions that occur on them, and the important processes 
of dehydration and denitrification, nor do they simu-
late in detail the transport processes that link polar 
and mid-latitude regions. 

The breakdown of halocarbons within the strato-
sphere depends heavily upon both the modeled atmo-
spheric transport and chemistry. It has been shown 
(e.g., Podolske et al., 1989) that current models fail to 
predict the very low concentrations of source gases 
and the correspondingly high concentrations of inor-
ganic chlorine observed in the polar lower strato-
sphere in late winter. Without a realistic representa-
tion of the distributions of source gases and thus their 
chlorine (or bromine) release, the ODP cannot be cal-
culated reliably even if the heterogeneous chemical 
processes leading to ozone depletion are considered 
in complete detail. The fact that the ODP is a relative 
measure alleviates, but does not eliminate, the role of 
shortcomings in model transport and ozone loss pro-
cesses for modeling studies of ODPs, suggesting the 
need to examine observations to better constrain ODP 
estimates. 

ODPs from gas phase model calculations were 
presented in WMO (1990) and by Fisher et al. (1990). 
Calculations by a variety of modeling groups were 
included. The general behavior, e.g., significantly 
higher ODPs for CFCs compared with HCFCs, was 
reproduced by all the models. However, there were 
also systematic differences between the models. For 
example, the Atmospheric and Environmental 
Research, Inc. (AER) two-dimensional model calcu-
lated somewhat smaller ODPs for the CFCs than the 
Oslo two-dimensional model, presumably a reflection 
of differences in stratospheric processes, whereas, for 
the HCFCs, the AER model calculated higher ODPs 
than the Oslo model, presumably a reflection of dif-

ferences in tropospheric processes in the two models. 
These differences suggest that, for any particular 
model, the relative variation among ODPs of similar 
compounds (e.g., HCFCs) may be more accurately 
calculated than that for different types of compounds 
(e.g., a CFC versus an HCFC). Section 6.2 describes 
new calculations of ODPs and CLPs including some 
from models that consider heterogenous chemistry. 

An altemativeew approach to modeling studies 
of ODPs is to use obTseryions of source gases to 
evaluate the chlorine or bromine release; such infor-
mation coupled with observations of ozone loss can 
be used to deduce semi-empirical ODPs as described 
in Section 6.3. While subject to important uncertain-
ties and assumptions, this semi-empirical method 
avoids the demanding requirements of accurate 
numerical simulation of source gas distributions and 
ozone destruction, and is therefore expected to be 
more realistic than present models, at least in the 
polar lower stratosphere where a significant fraction 
of contemporary ozone loss is found. 

The time scale for the atmosphere to attain steady 
state with respect to injections of halocarbons ranges 
from a few years to many centuries, depending upon 
the lifetime of the species in question. Steady-state 
ODPs represent the best current understanding of the 
long-term impacts of such releases, but they do not 
describe short-term (decades or less) responses 
(WMO, 1990; SORG, 1990). When specific short-
term time horizons are considered, time-dependent 
ODPs provide a more appropriate measure of 
impacts. Section 6.4 presents estimates of time-
dependent ODPs for several halocarbons of interest 
over a range of time horizons. 

6.2 MODEL CALCULATIONS OF CLPs AND 
ODPs 

6.2.1 Compounds and Chemistry Considered 

The list of compounds considered in this assess-
ment (Table 6-1) is similar to that in WMO (1990), 
comprising most of the chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) 
and other chlorinated halocarbons of interest, includ-
ing several already being used or considered as 
replacements for CFCs, such as HCFC-22, HCFC-
225ca, and HCFC-225cb. The list of halons consid-
ered here is much more extensive than the previous 
report, reflecting the increased interest in the environ-
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Table 6-1 Spectroscopic and chemical rate data used In the ODP calculations at Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory (LLNL).

UV 
Absorption 

Cross-
Chemical	 section	 OH Reaction Rate Constant 

Species	 Formula	 Reference A (cm3 molecules-'s-') E/R (K) Reference 

CFCs 

CFC-11 CFC13	 a 
CFC-12 C13202	 a 
CFC-113 CFC12CF2C1	 b 
CFC-114 CF2CICF2C1	 b 
CFC-115 CF2C1CF3	 b 

HCFCs, etc. 
HCFC-22 CF2HC1 b 1.2(-12) 1.65(3)	 a 
HCFC-123 CF3CHC12 m 6.4(-13) 8.50 (2) 	 a 
HCFC-124 CF3CHFC1. d 6.6(-13) 1.25(3)	 a 
HCFC-141b CH3CFC12 m 9.4(-13) 1.50(3)	 h 
HCFC-142b CH3CF2CI m 1.4(-12) 1.80(3)	 i 
HCFC-225ca CF3CF2CHC12 n 2.0(-12) 1.30(3)	 j 
HCFC-225cb CF2C1CF2CHFC1 n 6.7(-13) 1.30(3)	 j 
Carbon Tetrachloride CC14 a 
Methyl Chloroform CH3CC13 b,c 5.0(-12) 1.80(3)	 a 
Brominated Compounds 
H-1301 CF313r b 
H-1211 CF2C1Br e 
H-1202 CF2Br2 e 
H-2402 CF2BrCF2Br e 
H-1201 CF2HBr f 7.4(-13) 1.30(3)	 f 
H-2401 CF3CHFBr g 7.4(-13) 1.08(3)	 k 
H-2311 CF3CHC1Br b 7.0(-13) 7.30(2) 
Methyl bromide CH313r b 6.8(-13) 8.50(2)	 a
a JPL9O-1 
b Gillotay and Simon (1990) 

Vanlaethem-Meuree et al. (1979) 
d Orlando et al. (1991) as quoted in Gillotay and Simon (1990); see also Gierczak et al. (1991) 

Burkholder et al. (1991) 
' Talukdar et al. (1991a) 
S Brown et al. (1989) 
h Recommended for this report (See Chapter 8); —30 percent smaller than WMO (1990) value @ 277K 

Recommended for this report (See Chapter 8); —15 percent smaller than WMO (1990) value @ 277K 
i Recommended for this report (See Chapter 8) 
k Orkin et al. (1990) 

Based on value at 300K in Brown et al. (1989) 
m Gillotay and Simon (1991) 

Braun et al. (199 1)
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mental effects of these compounds. Since WMO 
(1990), the uncertainties in photolysis cross sections 
and reaction rate constants for many compounds have 
been narrowed considerably by improved laboratory 
studies. Table 6-1 shows the adopted kinetic parame-
ters for the compounds evaluated in the Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) atmospheric 
models. It was not possible to ensure that all models 
presented here used the same kinetic parameters, but 
most of these differences are expected to be minor. 

Detailed information is now available regarding 
the full temperature dependence of the ultraviolet 
(UV) and visible cross sections for many of the com-
pounds examined, whereas models used in the WMO 
(1990) assessment were restricted to a single set of 
temperature-independent absorption coefficients for 
nearly all compounds. Inclusion of the temperature 
dependence can affect the altitude of Cl and Br 
release in the stratosphere. The temperature depen-
dence of the absorption cross sections also affects the 
atmospheric lifetimes for several species, including 
H-1202, H-1211, and H-2402. Many of the bro-
moalkanes exhibit smooth continuum UV absorption 
cross sections in the region of 280-400 nm (near 
ultraviolet and visible). As pointed out by Burkholder 
et al. (1991), this region contributes significantly to 
atmospheric photoprocesses (because of the greatly 
increased transmitted flux there relative to shorter 
wavelengths) but the absolute absorption coefficients 
there are often small and difficult to measure. As an 
example, lifetimes ranging from 10 to greater than 50 
years were calculated for H-1211 with the LLNL 
one-dimensional model, depending on the inclusion 
or exclusion of the temperature dependence of the 
cross sections and the extension of the long-wave-
length tail, emphasizing the need for accurate mea-
surements in this region. 

Improved laboratory studies have changed the 
understanding of reaction rates with OH and hence 
the lifetimes and CLPs for several of the HCFCs. For 
example, reaction rates of OH with HCFC-141b 
(Talukdar et al., 1991b) and HCFC-142b (Gierczak et 
al., 1991) are about 30 percent and 15 percent smaller, 
respectively, than in the previous assessment. 

All of the past calculations of ODPs were based 
on models including only gas phase chemistry and 
did not consider heterogeneous chemistry on sulfate 
aerosols or polar stratospheric cloud particles. In 
order to provide a historical perspective and because

of limited time for preparing this report, most of the 
model results presented here are still based on gas 
phase chemistry. Some preliminary calculations are 
presented that attempt to consider heterogeneous pro-
cesses (see Chapter 8). 

Two-dimensional model calculations of atmo-
spheric lifetimes, chlorine loading potentials, and 
ozone depletion potentials are included from five 
modeling groups: LLNL, AER, University of 
Oslo/Norsk Institute for Luftforskning, Norway 
(Oslo/NILU), and E.I. Du Pont de Nemours and 
Company (Du Pont). Most of the compounds have 
been evaluated with both the LLNL and AER mod-
els; the other groups evaluated a limited number of 
compounds. 

6.2.2 Atmospheric Lifetimes and Chlorine 
Loading Potentials 

Calculated lifetimes are shown in Table 6-2. The 
estimated lifetimes of the HCFCs are generally short-
er than in the previous assessment, largely as a result 
of increases in calculated tropospheric hydroxyl con-
centrations due to new, more accurate measurements 
of the rate of the reaction of OH with CH4 (Vaghjiani 
and Ravishankara, 1991). Differences of 20-30 per-
cent are obtained for the calculated lifetimes for the 
HCFCs between the models used, reflecting the 
extreme difficulty and uncertainty associated with 
evaluation of tropospheric OH chemistry (see 
Chapter 5). Due to these problems, the lifetimes of 
compounds that react predominantly with OH are 
generally constrained by scaling to an assumed 
CH3CC13 lifetime deduced from observations. In this 
chapter, lifetimes for all species in each model will be 
scaled to match the best estimates given in Chapter 8 
and shown in Table 6-2. While such scaling imposes 
uniform CLPs, it fails to standardize other processes 
important to determining ODP values. For example, 
if different models calculate different tropospheric 
OH densities, then they are also likely to exhibit dif-
ferent stratospheric OH abundances. Stratospheric 
OH distributions have a minor impact on the lifetimes 
of the HCFCs, but control their stratospheric break-
down, subsequent chlorine release, and hence the 
ODP/CLP ratio. Similarly, many of the differences in 
calculated lifetimes for species destroyed by strato-
spheric photolysis (e.g., CFC-113) likely reflect dif-
ferences in model transport and/or radiative transfer 
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Table 6-2 Lifetimes and Chlorine Loading Potentials. The range of atmospheric lifetimes calculated in the 
two-dimensional models used for the ODP analyses are shown, along with the corresponding standardized 
lifetimes and stratospheric lifetimes used in this report (see Chapter 8), and the CLPs derived with the stan-
dardized lifetimes. 

Species	 Model Total	 Best Estimate	 Approximate	 Adopted 
Lifetimes (yrs) 	 Total	 Stratospheric 	 CLPs 

Lifetimes	 Lifetime (yrs) 
(Vrs) 

CFCs 
CFC-11 48.6-66 55 55 1.0 
CFC-12 104-113 116 116 1.597 
CFC-113 85-109 110 110 1.466 
CFC-114 182-200 220 220 2.143 
CFC-115 414-522 550 550 2.964 
HCFCs, etc. 
HCFC-22 13.5-17.7 15.8 240 0.152 
HCFC-123 1.3-1.6 1.7 47 0.0185 
HCFC-124 5.7-7.1 6.9 129 0.0421 
HCFC-141b 9.0-10.9 10.8 76 0.154 
HCFC-142b 19.3-23.4 22.4 215 0.185 
HCFC-225ca 2.2-2.7 2.8 60 0.0230 
HCFC-225cb 6.7-8.1 8.0 120 0.0656 
Cd 4 40-58 47 47 1.018 
CH3CC13 5.0-6.0 6.1 47 0.114 
Brominated Compounds 
H-1301 65.5-68.6 67 
H-1211 18.5-20.1 40 
H-1202 3.9 (1 model) 33 
H-2402 22.1-30.4 38 
H-1201 5.6(1 model) 58 
11-2401 2.0 (1 model) 46 
H-2311 0.8(1 model) 29 
CH3Br 12-1.8 35

treatments that influence stratospheric chlorine 
release and ODP/CLP ratios, at least to some degree. 
These important model differences are not improved 
by standardizing the model lifetimes. In the follow-
ing, ODP/CLP ratios will be taken directly from the 
individual model results, but the CLPs used to calcu-
late ODPs will be based upon the standardized life-
times. 

A recent study using observations of CH3CC13 
together with estimates of its emissions suggests that 
the lifetime of CH3CC1 3 may be shorter than previ-
ously thought due to changes in measurement calibra-
tions (Prim et al., 1992), while others have noted the

possible importance of oceanic hydrolysis as a sink 
for this compound (Wine and Chameides, 1990; 
Butler et al., 1991). In contrast, many of the HCFCs 
are expected to undergo less oceanic hydrolysis, so 
that the fraction of their total lifetime attributable to 
loss with OH may differ from that of methyl chloro-
form. These considerations imply that the use of 
methyl chloroform to deduce an effective average tro-
pospheric OH concentration is less certain than previ-
ously thought, with attendant uncertainties for esti-
mates of CLPs and ODPs for compounds destroyed 
by reaction with OH. The lifetimes of compounds 
destroyed by stratospheric photolysis (including the 
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Figure 6-1 Cumulative probability distribution functions estimated for the CLPs of HCFCs 22, 123, and 141b. 
Uncertainties considered were as follows: The CH3CCI3 oceanic hydrolysis time scale was assumed to be 72 
years, with an uncertainty of ±50 percent. The rates of reaction of HCFCs 22, 123, and 141b with tropospheric 
OH were assumed to be uncertain by ±44 percent, ±50 percent, and ±51 percent, respectively (includes an 
estimated ±13 percent uncertainty in the tropospheric OH deduced from CH 3CCI3 measurements). The strato-
spheric lifetimes of CH 3CCI3 , HCFC-22, HCFC-124, and HCFC-141b were assumed to be uncertain by about 
±30 percent. 

reference molecule for ODP calculations, CFC-1 1) 
also have significant uncertainties. These are due in 
part to uncertainties in the dynamical processes 
responsible for transporting these compounds to the 
altitudes where their chemical destruction is rapid. 
The range of model values shown in Table 6-2 is like-

ly to be representative of these uncertainties. 
The range of total uncertainty in chlorine loading 

potentials for some species is illustrated explicitly in 
Figure 6-1, wherein estimated accuracies were used 
to deduce cumulative probability distribution func-
tions (e.g., Lindgren, 1968). The uncertainties consid-
ered are indicated on the figure. This approach

assumes that these errors are randomly distributed 
and is intended only to illustrate the current best esti-
mate of the range of statistically probable error. The 
figure illustrates the fact that uncertainties in steady-
state CLPs can be large for some compounds, and 
that the CLPs for HCFC-123, HCFC-22, and HCFC-
1411b are likely (>90 percent probability) to lie below 
0.035, 0.26, and 0.29, respectively. 

Additional uncertainties exist, but most of these 
are related to fundamental understanding rather than 
numerical accuracy and are not included in Figure 6-
1. In deriving the CLPs shown in Figure 6-1 and 
Table 6-2, it has been assumed that the products of all 
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decomposition reactions in the troposphere are too 
short-lived to reach the stratosphere. However, some 
HCFCs (e.g., HCFC-141b and 142b) likely produce 
halogen-containing acyl peroxynitrates as products of 
their oxidation with tropospheric OH (see Chapter 5). 
If these peroxynitrates are sufficiently long-lived to 
be transported to the stratosphere to some degree, 
then an effective increase in CLPs will result. Further, 
it is possible that OH and/or H0 2 radicals may be 
removed on aerosol surfaces in the troposphere 
and/or stratosphere, affecting the lifetimes of com-
pounds removed by tropospheric OH and perhaps 
their stratospheric chlorine release. Although obser-
vations of CH3CC13 place some constraints on the 
magnitude of tropospheric OH in an averaged sense 
and thus upon such reactions, they cannot be ruled 
out. Further, CLPs represent best estimates for the 
contemporary atmosphere but neglect possible 
changes that may occur over the lifetimes of the com-
pounds in question. For example, future changes in 
tropospheric water vapor and hence OH concentra-
tions (due, for example, to atmospheric climatic 
change) would affect the CLPs of many compounds 
but are not considered here. 

6.2.3 Calculated ODPs 

Table 6-3 presents ODPs for CFCs, HCFCs, 
halons and other halocarbons calculated with the two-
dimensional models considered. The model-calculat-
ed ODPs for CH3CC13 and the HCFCs are generally 
less than 0.15, while those for the CFCs and halons 
are much larger. Chlorinated compounds with strato-
spheric lifetimes comparable to or shorter than that of 
CFC-1 1 display ODP/CLP ratios close to 1, reflecting 
the fact that they release their chlorine in a manner 
similar to the reference gas and hence have similar 
impacts on ozone once in the stratosphere. As men-
tioned in Section 6.1, chlorinated compounds with 
stratospheric lifetimes longer than that of CFC-11 
release their chlorine more slowly and display 
ODP/CLP ratios that are less than 1. Many of the 
HCFCs have relatively small ODP/CLP values due to 
their slow stratospheric breakdown by reaction with 
OH (see Table 6-2). Clearly, the least damaging chlo-
rinated substances are those that are destroyed rapidly 
within the troposphere (thus limiting their CLPs) but

slowly in the stratosphere (reducing the ODP/CLP 
ratio). 

For the halons, the ODPIBLP ratios depend on 
the efficiency of bromine as compared to chlorine in 
destroying ozone as well as on the stratospheric life-
time (hence the bromine release). The efficiency of 
bromine relative to chlorine in depleting ozone is 
hereafter referred to as a, and is expected to be close 
to the ODPIBLP ratio for all of the halons considered 
here. It is important to note that a is dependent on the 
absolute amount of reactive chlorine, due to chemical 
coupling between chlorine and bromine that controls 
the impact of bromine on ozone. The a values given 
here pertain to conditions of total reactive chlorine 
loading close to contemporary levels. The scenarios 
presented in Chapter 8 suggest that the future chlo-
rine loading is likely to change by less than 20 per-
cent for at least the next several decades. The calcu-
lated globally-averaged a values suggested by the 
ODPIBLP ratios in Table 6-3 range from about 10 to 
80. These illustrate the extreme effectiveness of 
bromine in catalyzing ozone destruction (first noted 
by Yung et al., 1980). The model-calculated a values 
for the halons depend critically on the portion of 
bromine species found in the active form (BrO), 
which in turn depends on the formation and removal 
rates of the reservoir species, HBr and BrONO2. 
Some measurements of HBr appear difficult to recon-
cile with present theory (Park et al., 1989). However, 
measurements of BrO by Brune et al. (1988) are in 
general agreement with model predictions, lending 
some support to the calculated a values and current 
photochemical schemes for bromine. The precise val-
ues of a for mid-latitudes also depend on calculated 
concentrations of atomic oxygen, OH, and H0 2 in the 
lower stratosphere, which are subject to considerable 
uncertainties. The values reported in the table should 
therefore be considered as preliminary. Note, howev-
er, that the value of a in the polar lower stratosphere 
is much better understood as discussed later (see 
Section 6.3). 

Most of the calculations include gas phase chem-
istry only, but some calculations have also been car-
ried out with the AER, LLNL, and Du Pont models, 
including a parameterization of known heterogeneous 
chemistry on sulfate aerosols, and with a treatment of 
PSC chemistry for the Oslo model (see Chapter 8). 
The ODP/CLP and ODP/BLP ratios calculated with 
heterogeneous chemistry in Table 6-3 are very similar 
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to those from the gas phase models ptesented here for 
nearly all species. However, as discussed in more 
detail below and in Chapter 8, the models including 
heterogeneous chemistry still do not fully describe 
the chlorine release nor the ozone loss observed in 
the lower stratosphere at mid and high latitudes, so 
that their calculated ODPs remain subject to uncer-
tainties. 

6.3 COMPARISON OF MODELED ODPs AND
INFERENCES FROM OBSERVATIONS 

In this section, semi-empirical information useful 
for estimating the ratio between ODP and CLP will 
be briefly described, the results presented, and com-
pared to the models used here. Briefly, the approach 
used (Solomon et al., 1992) consists of using direct 
measurements of halocarbons to evaluate chlorine 
release and hence local ODP/CLP ratios, particularly 
in the polar lower stratosphere. When direct measure-
ments are limited, correlations are used to infer abun-
dances for some halocarbons from those of other trac-
ers and hence their ODP/CLP ratios. Globally-
averaged ODP/CLP ratios are estimated for some 
compounds using local ODP/CLP values together 
with an observationally-derived ozone loss distribu-
tion assuming that the ozone loss is due only to halo-
gen chemistry. 

The fraction of halocarbon dissociated within the 
stratosphere (F) can be defined as: 

F= entryPO,z 

Pentry	
(6-4) 

where gentry denotes the mixing ratio of halocarbon 
entering thQ stratosphere and j.ti3,z indicates the mix-
ing ratio at any latitude and altitude. Measurements 
of the distributions of halocarbons within the strato-
sphere can be used to define pi3,z. Since the tropical 
troposphere is rather well-mixed for species with life-
times longer than a few months, gentry is likely to be 
nearly equal to the surface mixing ratio. Time lags for 
transport between the troposphere and stratosphere 
influence the value of gentry for any molecule whose 
abundance is changing with time (e.g., HCFC-22, 
CFC-11). Such lags are believed to be short (2 years 
or less) over much of the atmosphere, but measure-
ments of CO 2 suggest time lags of about 3-5 years in

the polar lower stratosphere (Heidt et al., 1991; 
Schmidt and Khedim, 1991). 

As noted in WMO (1990), the local ozone deple-
tion in regions of rapid chlorine-catalyzed destruction 
of ozone is proportional to the relative stratospheric 
chlorine release (Cl,,,) per unit of surface emission of 
substance, which can be defined as the ratio of frac-
tional dissociation of a particular molecule to that of 
CFC-1 1, multiplied by the chlorine loading potential. 
This implies that the local ozone depletion potential 
[ODP(3,z)] at any point can be defined as follows 
(see Solomon et al., 1992): 

ODP(i,z) Clrei = {13'	 /gentry for X}
CLP 

(gentry - P,Z)' gentry for CFC-11 I
(6-5) 

Equation (6-5) allows estimation of the local 
ODP/CLP ratio from available measurements of 
CFC-11 together with other halocarbons. This 
approach has been taken for a number of halocarbons 
of interest, particularly HCFC-22, Cd 4, CFC-113, 
and CH3CC13 in polar regions (Solomon et al., 1992). 
Simultaneous airborne measurements of these species 
together with CFC-11 were obtained by Heidt and 
coworkers (see, Heidt et al., 1989) during the 
Airborne Arctic Stratospheric Expedition (AASE) in 
January—February 1989. The polar measurements of 
CH4, N20, and CFC-11 used here have been strin-
gently intercompared with other calibration standards 
and are believed to be accurate to within a few per-
cent. Because of the large ozone losses in the Arctic 
and Antarctic as described in Chapter 2, the local 
ozone depletion potentials of the polar lower strato-
spheres are of considerable importance in determin-
ing the globally-averaged ODP as well as in under-
standing requirements for reducing or eliminating 
ozone losses such as the Antarctic ozone hole. Table 
6-4 presents Arctic lower stratospheric local ozone 
depletion potentials from these direct measurements, 
averaged over the region from 15-21 km; similar 
numbers have been obtained from Antarctic lower 
stratospheric measurements obtained in September 
1987. Growth rates for these source gases have been 
taken from WMO (1990) and results are shown for 
several cases assuming no time lag between the tro-
posphere and stratosphere and assuming a 3-year lag 
as discussed earlier. 
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Table 6-4 Semi-empirical ODPs for Chlorine Compounds (adapted from Solomon et al., 1992). 

Polar Lower Stratosphere 

Molecule Input data Test Case ODP/CLP ODP 

HCFC-22 HCFC-22, CFC-1 1 Arctic (Jan) 15-21 km, no lag 0.55 0.084 
Direct obs 15-21 km Arctic (Jan) 15-21 1cm, 3-yr lag 0.38 0.058 

CH3CC13 CH3CC13, CFC-1 1 Arctic (Jan) 15-21 km, no lag 1.07 0.122 
Direct ohs 15-21 km Arctic (Jan) 15-21 kin, 3-yr lag 1.09 0.124 

CC1 1 Cd4, CFC-1 1 Arctic (Jan) 15-21 km, 3-yr lag 1.05 1.069 
Direct ohs 15-21 km 

CFC-113 CFC-113, CFC-11 Arctic (Jan) 15-21 km. 3-yr lag 0.75 1.100 
Direct obs 15-21 km 

HCFC-22 CH4, CFC41 Arctic (Jan) 15-21 km, no lag 0.34 0.052 
model correlation to CH4 Arctic (Jan) 15-21 km. 3-yr lag 0.34 0.052 

HCFC-142b CH4, CFC-11 Arctic (Jan) 15-21 km, 3-yr lag 0.36 0.067 
model correlation to CH4 

CH30 CH4, CFC-11 Arctic (Jan) 15-21 km, no lag 0.86 0.022 
model correlation to CH4 Arctic (Jan) 15-21 kin, 3-yr lag 0.89 0.023 

HCFC-141b N20, CFC-11 Arctic (Jan) 15-21 kin, no lag 0.70 0.108 
model correlation to N20 Arctic (Jan) 15-21 km, 3-yr lag 0.72 0.111 

Global 

Molecule Input data Test Case ODP/CLP ODP 

HCFC-22 Global CFC-1 1, C114 data Global with polar loss, processor 0.372-0389 0.056_0.059t 
observed &,zone Global with polar loss, no processor 0.333-0344 0.051-0.052t 
model con-elation wIC114 
3-year lag in vortex 

HCFC-142b Global CFC-1 1, CH, data Global with polar loss, processor 0.377-0.394 0070_0.073t 
observed Aozone Global with polar loss, no processor 0.336-0345 0.062_0.064t 
model correlation w/0H4 
3-year lag in vortex 

Cd 4 Global CFC-1 1 data Global with polar loss, processor 1.03-1.05 1.049_1.069t 
observed iozone Global with polar loss, no processor 1.05-1 .09 1.069-1.1 lOt 
model con-elation wICFC-1 1 
3-year lag in vortex 

tRange shows the effect of different assumptions regarding the magnitude of upper stratospheric ozone losses (see Solomon et 

al., 1992).

Direct observations of HCFCs and halons are, 
however, extremely limited for many species. In the 
absence of direct information, correlations among 
long-lived tracers provide a useful means to infer the 
distribution of one compound from observations of 
another, thus extending the possible range in space 
and in compounds evaluated (see Fahey et al., 1990; 
Solomon et al., 1992; Plumb and Ko, 1991). Plumb 
and Ko (1991) have shown that the correlations

between long-lived tracers are likely to be robust 
parameters that depend largely on the ratio of strato-
spheric loss rates and not upon the details of transport 
processes. The correlations between species can 
therefore be calculated in models with far greater 
confidence than the absolute tracer abundances or 
ODPs. In the following, abundances of several 
HCFCs and their corresponding local ODPs are 
inferred from observations of CH4 or N20 using cor-
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Figure 6-2 Model calculations of the local chlorine release in mid-latitudes for HCFC-22 in winter along with 
those inferred from an analysis of measured CFC-1 1 and CH 4 distributions and the correlation between CH4 
and HCFC-22 (Solomon etal., 1992). 

relations from model calculations (see Solomon et 
al., 1992 for details). Table 6-4 shows that the polar 
ODP inferred for HCFC-22 using an assumed corre-
lation with CH4 gave results close to that obtained 
with direct measurements of HCFC-22 when a 3-year 
lag time was assumed. The calibration standard used 
here for HCFC-22 has not yet been intercompared in 
detail with others. This comparison nonetheless 
strengthens confidence in the correlation approach. 
Further, it is important to note that the semi-empirical 
ODP deduced from direct measurements of HCFC-22 
is sensitive to the assumed age of the air due to the 
rapid (order 7-10 percent per year) rate of increase of 
this compound in the contemporary atmosphere, 
while the values derived from CH4 display little 
dependence on the assumed age since the CH4 growth 
rate is only about 0.7 percent per year. 

Figure 6-2 presents the local chlorine release pro-
file inferred for mid-latitude winter for HCFC-22

(based upon measurements of CFC-11 and CH4 
together with an adopted correlation between CH4 
and HCFC-22 that is in good agreement with avail-
able direct measurements as described in Solomon et 
al., 1992). Values taken from several models used in 
this assessment are shown for comparison. Because 
of the possibility of sharp latitude gradients, detailed 
comparisons between models and measurements 
should be carried out as a function of latitude as well 
as altitude, so that Figure 6-2 provides only general 
guides to the comparisons between models, and 
between models and quantities inferred from mea-
surements. Figure 6-2 reveals overall consistency 
between the shapes of the vertical profiles of the 
modeled and inferred relative chlorine release but 
many differences in detail. The discrepancies in the 
lower stratosphere where much of present-day ozone 
loss occurs (see Chapter 2) are of the greatest impor-
tance to estimates of ODPs. 
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Comparison of Tables 6-3 and 6-4 shows that the 
observationally-based polar lower stratospheric 
ODP/CLP ratios are generally larger than the global-
ly-averaged values obtained in gas phase models for 
chlorocarbons whose stratospheric lifetimes are 
longer than that of CFC-11 (e.g., HCFC-22 and 
HCFC-142b), while the observationally-based values 
tend to be slightly smaller than the model calcula-
tions for chlorocarbons that exhibit stratospheric loss 
time scales that are shorter than that of CFC- 11 (e.g., 
CC14). This primarily reflects differences in the time-
dependent breakup of these molecules within the 
stratosphere relative to CFC- 11, coupled with the fact 
that the air within the polar lower stratosphere is like-
ly to be relatively 'old' compared to other regions 
where much of the modeled ozone depletion takes 
place. 

The extrapolation of the local approach to the 
global scale requires empirically-based specifications 
of the global distributions of both long-lived tracers 
and ozone loss. A global semi-empirical ozone deple-
tion potential may be defined (Solomon et al., 1992) 
as:

Z A 03 (z,8,0 • cos 0 Cl 1 (z,O,t) 

ODP=
zOt 	 (6-6) 

111: Z A 03 (z,O,t) • cos 0} 
zOt 

where /.03 (z,&t) is the estimated decrease in ozone 
concentration observed in today's atmosphere at each 
altitude, latitude, and time of year (see Solomon et 
al., 1992 for details of the ozone loss distribution 
imposed). This equation involves the important 
assumptions that all of the observed ozone depletion 
in the contemporary atmosphere is due to halogen 
chemistry and that the depletion is proportional to the 
local relative chlorine and/or bromine release (see 
also, Solomon et al., 1992). These assumptions are 
well justified in polar regions and likely at mid-lati-
tudes. 

Table 64 presents semi-empirical global ODPs 
for the following compounds: HCFC-22, HCFC-
142b, and CC1 4. A range of values is presented, 
showing the effects obtained if it is assumed (as 
extreme cases) that the polar vortex acts as a proces-
sor (i.e., assuming that mid-latitude lower strato-
spheric ozone losses have their origin entirely in the 
polar region) and assuming that the polar vortex is 
completely isolated (see the discussion in Chapter 4

of this assessment). The global ODP/CLP ratios 
inferred are dominated by ozone losses in the lower 
stratosphere and are similar to those obtained from 
the direct Arctic measurements. Thus the polar ODPs 
are likely to be close approximations to the global 
values. 

Observations can also be used to place con-
straints on local ozone depletion potentials for halons 
in the polar regions. The lifetimes of most halons are 
rather short within the stratosphere due to rapid pho-
tolysis (see Table 6-2), and grab-sampling measure-
ments of, for example, Halon-1211 during AASE 
suggest that it is nearly completely dissociated in the 
Arctic over the height range from about 15 to 21 km 
(W. Pollock and L. Heidt, personal communication, 
1991). Assuming that the halons will be dissociated by 
at least as large a fraction compared to their input val-
ues to the stratosphere as CFC-1 1 in the polar lower 
stratosphere, the ozone depletion potentials for halons 
(or BODP) in the contemporary stratosphere can be 
defined as: 

BODP= BLP • a	 (6-7) 

Direct measurements of BrO, CIO, and OClO in 
the polar stratosphere confirm the role of bromine in 
polar ozone loss and constrain the value of a there 
considerably better than the global estimates from 
models discussed earlier. These show that it is at least 
40 in this region (see Chapter 8 and references in 
Solomon et al., 1992). A value of 40 is thus adopted 
here.

Table 6-5 presents the semi-empirical ODPs 
inferred from equation 6-7 for the halons, compares 
the semi-empirical and modeled ODPs for all com-
pounds, and presents the recommended ODPs for this 
assessment, based mainly on the semi-empirical 
approach with guidance from the models. Semi-
empirical ODPs for HCFC-123, HCFC-124, HCFC-
225ca, and HCFC-225cb were obtained using the cor-
relation between these molecules and CH4 from the 
LLNL model, using the approach of Solomon et al. 
(1992). The ODPs for the halons derived both semi-
empirically and from some models shown in Table 6-
3 are considerably larger than the estimates of the 
previous assessment. The semi-empirical ODP/CLP 
values for HCFC-22 are larger than the range of the 
models shown here by about 20 to 80 percent, while 
for HCFC-142b, the inferred values are as much as a 
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Table 6-5 Range of modeled and semi-empirical steady-state ODPs and recommended best estimates 

Species Model Range 
ODP	 ODP/CLP or 

ODP/BLP

Semi-empirical Range 
ODP	 ODP/CLP or 

ODP/BLP

Best 
Estimate ODP 

CFCs 
CFC-11 1.0	 1.0 1.0	 1.0 1.0 
CFC-12 0.88-1.06	 0.551-0.665 =1.0 
CFC-113 0.92-1.01	 0.631-0.690 1.07	 0.75 1.07 
CFC-114 0.57-0.82	 0.266-0.382 =0.8 
CFC-115 0.29-0.48	 0.099-0.161 =0.5 
HCFCs, etc 
HCFC-22 0.032-0.048 0.221-0.314 0.05-0.08 0.33-0.55 0.055 
HCFC-123 0.013-0.020 0.709-1.050 0.02 1.112 0.02 
HCFC-124 0.016-0.034 0.358-0.793 0.022 0.523 0.022 
HCFC-141b 0.10-0.12 0.650-0.767 0.11 0.70-0.72 0.11 
HCFC-142b 0.035-0.057 0.186-0.305 0.06-0.07 0.33-0.39 0.065 
HCFC-225ca 0.016-0.020 0.714-0.920 0.025 1.093 0.025 
HCFC-225cb 0.023-0.031 0.348-0.474 0.033 0.50 0.033 
CC14 1.03-1.15 1.014-1.130 1.05-1.11 1.03-1.09 1.08 
C113CC13 0.11-0.13 0.968-1.130 0.122-0.124 1.07-1.09 0.12 
Brominated Compounds 
11-1301 10.0-12.7 23.9-32.2 15.2-17.2 40 =16 
H-1211 1.8-5.0 16.3-49.6 3.9-4.4 40 =4 
11-1202 1.7 52.9 1.25 40 =1.25 
H-2402 6.4-10.2 42.1-47.8 5.9-8.5 40 =7 
H-1201 1.4 35.1 1.4 40 =1.4 
11-2401	 . 0.4 66.4 0.25 40 =0.25 
11-2311 0.3 79.9 0.14 40 =0.14 
CH3Br 0.5-0.7 30.6-67.7 0.44-0.69 40

factor of two greater than some model values. For all 
of the HCFCs considered here, the inferred ODP/CLP 
values are, however, far below one, showing that the 
upper limit represented by the CLPs is not realized. 

The uncertainty in the semi-empirical polar 
ODP/CLP ratios for most species considered is main-
ly dependent on the relative calibration of the tracer 
measurements and is estimated to be on the order of 
±10 percent for compounds inferred from CH4 mea-
surements. Combining this uncertainty with that of 
the CLPs discussed earlier allows estimation of the 
statistically probable error range for ODP values. 
Figure 6-3 presents the cumulative probability distri-
bution functions for the ODPs of several molecules of 
interest based upon the known uncertainties consid-
ered. The figure shows that current uncertainties sug-

gest that the ODP is highly likely (>90 percent) to lie 
below 0.04 for HCFC-123, below 0.11 for HCFC-22, 
and below 0.23 for HCFC-141b. However, it should 
be emphasized that these ranges are likely to be 
underestimates since they are based purely on statisti-
cal errors in present understanding and do not include 
chemical and physical processes whose influences 
could be large but cannot currently be quantified (see 
Section 6.2.2). 

6.4 TIME DEPENDENT EFFECTS 

The ODP of compound x, defined in Section 6.1, 
refers to conditions when the two compounds, x and 
CFC-11, have reached their steady-state concentra-
tions. Consider the example of compound x, an 
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Figure 6-3 Cumulative probability distribution functions estimated for the ODPs of HCFCs-22, 123, and 141b, 
based on adopted accuracies in CLPs from Figure 6-1 and an estimated ±10 percent accuracy for the 
ODP/CLP ratios of these species. 

HCFC with a relatively short tropospheric lifetime. 
The steady-state ODP compares the calculated 
steady-state ozone loss due to x, which will be real-
ized within perhaps a decade or so, with the ozone 
loss due to CFC-11, realized on the time scale of cen-
turies. On the other hand, the ratio of the ozone loss 
due to compound x compared to that from CFC-11, if 
calculated after about a decade, will be much larger 
than the steady-state ODP of compound x. All of x's 
ozone depletion has already occurred while the CFC-
11 depletion is still increasing. Thus, while the ODPs 
for some short-lived compounds, including the 
HCFCs, may suggest only a modest impact on the 
chronic response by ozone, the acute response over 
the next several years will be more substantial. 

As in estimations of greenhouse warming poten-
tials (see Chapter 7), relative impacts can be assessed 
not just for steady state, but also for specific time 
horizons. The time-dependent, semi-empirical ODP

can be defined as follows (see Solomon and 
Albritton, 1992):

(gentry llO,z)/ I enuy for  } 

{ (gentry - PO, z) / gentry for CFC-11 

it 

	

MCFC11 ''x	 .'0 
e_hIxdt 

MX	 3	 t 

J0 
eCFC-11dt 

(6-8) 

where t is the time horizon and the other symbols 
have all been defined previously. The terms in brack-
ets represent the fractional dissociation of x and CFC-
11, respectively (equation 6-4) in the region consid-
ered. As in the previous section, these will be 
evaluated below using polar semi-empirical estimates 
based on observations. In principle, time lags for 

ODP (t) = 
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transport to the stratosphere could be considered in 
evaluating ODPs over specific time horizons but 
these are not expected to change the results greatly 
and were neglected for simplicity in the calculations 
presented here. 

Figure 6-4 shows polar lower stratospheric ODPs 
for several HCFCs and halons as a function of time 
horizon using the CLPs of Table 6-2. The large ODPs 
for bromine-containing compounds reflect the large 
value of a. Compounds with relatively short lifetimes 
display reduced impacts over long time scales but 
large ODPs over short time horizons. Note that 
although CH3Br displays a relatively small ODP over 
long time horizons, it has a very large ODP for short 
time scales by virtue of its short lifetime and the large 
value of a. The large ODPs for CH 3CC13 obtained 
over short time horizons reflect the very short life-
times of this gas, allowing for large and rapid impacts 
on ozone. The HCFCs have relatively short lifetimes,

and generally display small ODPs over long time 
horizons, but exhibit ODPs over short time scales that 
can be as much as 3 to 10 times greater than their 
steady-state ODPs. The opposite is true for com-
pounds with lifetimes comparable to or longer than 
that of CFC-11 (e.g., CFC-113), which display small-
er ODPs over short time horizons than they do over 
time scales of centuries. 

The calculations presented here illustrate the 
roles of various compounds in depleting ozone both 
over the long and short term. Likely future changes in 
atmospheric chlorine and bromine are described in 
Chapter 8, where various emission scenarios are con-
sidered. Current restrictions on emissions of halocar-
bons suggest that the chlorine content of the strato-
sphere will continue to increase for at least the next 
decade, implying that further ozone reductions are 
likely in the near future. During this period, ODPs for 
the specific time horizon in question are expected to 
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best represent the anticipated relative ozone response 
to releases of various compounds. 
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